
11. A Marriage Proposal 

 

1. Anton Chekov was a ............. by profession. 

(A) teacher  

(B) soldier  

(C) manager  

(D) doctor 

Ans (D) doctor 

 

2. A Marriage Proposal is written by …….. 

(A) Anton Chekhov 

(B) Pearl S Buck 

(C) H. E. Bates 

(D) Dorothy L Sayers 

Ans (A) Anton Chekhov 

 

3. Anton Chekhov was born in …………….. 

(A) 1860 

(C) 1960 

(B) 1904  

(D) 1804 

Ans (A) 1860 

 



4. Natalia and ...... are quarrelling for Ox Meadows. 

(A) Choobookov 

(B) Lomov  

(C) Romov  

(D) Nomov 

Ans (B) Lomov  

 

5. A marriage proposal is a   

(A) tragedy  

(B) satire  

(C) tragi-comedy  

(D) comedy 
Ans (C) tragi-comedy  

 

6. The name of Lomov's dog is  

(A) Leap 

(B) Guess 

(C) Juno 

(D) Jupines 

Ans (A) Leap 

 

7. Whose father was a gambler? 

(A) Somov 



(B) Lomov 

(C) Rom 

(D) Romov 

Ans (B) Lomov 

 

8. Lomov bought his dog from Mironov for............ rubles. 

(A) a hundred and twenty five  

(B) two hundred 

(C) three hundred 

(D) two hundred fifty 

Ans (A) a hundred and twenty five  

 

9. The dog (Leap) of Natalia was bought for ............. rubles.  

(A) eighty five  

(B) sixty five  

(C) hundred  

(D) ninety 

Ans (A) eighty five  

 

10. What is the area of the Ox Meadows? 

(A) forty acres  

(B) thirty acres  

(C) twenty acres 



(D) 50 acres 

Ans (A) forty acres  
 

11. Lomov is ...... years old. 

(A) 30 
(B) 32 

(C) 35 

(D) 36 

Ans (C) 35 

 

12. Anton Chekhov began his career by writing...... 

(A) drama 

(B) poetry 

(C) comic sketches 

(D) novels 
Ans (C) comic sketches 

 

13. Why did Lomov come to Choobookov's house? 

(A) to quarrel 

(B) to propose to Natalia 

(C) to settle the owner of the meadow 

(D) to talk about his dog 

Ans (B) to propose to Natalia 

 



14. The play 'A Marriage Proposal' ends with the: 

(A) marriage of Lomov and Natalia  

(B) debate of their dogs 

(C) fight between Lomov and Choobookov 

(D) death of Lomov and Natalia  
Ans (A) marriage of Lomov and Natalia  

 

15. "I don't need the Meadows" – who said this?  

(A) Natalia 
(B) Susan 

(C) Lomov 

(D) Choobookov 
Ans (C) Lomov 

 

16. Who was the youngest aunt of Lomov? 

(A) Nastasia  

(B) Mastasia 

(C) Rastasia  

(D) Bistasia 
Ans (A) Nastasia  

 

17. Lomov is a man of ....... temperament.  

(A) happy  

(B) Negative 



(C) sad 

(D) nervous 

Ans (D) nervous 

 

18. Lomov is a neighbour of ......  

(A) Runokov  

(B) Monokov  

(C) Choobookov. 

(D) Denukov 
Ans (C) Choobookov. 
 

19. The action in 'A Marriage Proposal' takes place in the .......... room of 
Choobookov's country house.  

(A) drawing  

(B) bed 

(C) kitchen  

(D) sitting 

Ans (A) drawing  

 

20. ...... is the daughter of Choobookov. 

(A) Matalia  

(B) Natalia 

(C) Ratalia  



(D) Satalia  
Ans (B) Natalia 

 

21. Lomov has come to ask for his daughter...... hand in marriage.  

(A) Natalia's 

(B) Matalia's  

(C) Khatalia's  

(D) Ratalia's 
Ans (A) Natalia's 


